Recreation areas are great places for family and friends to gather and have a good time in Florida State Parks. They generally have pavilions, grills and picnic tables to prepare and enjoy food, open space and playgrounds for activities and convenient restrooms.

Rangers spend a lot of time working at recreation areas to make sure everyone can have fun. They clean bathrooms and pick up litter. They help people with grills and arrange picnic tables. Rangers sometimes have to make sure visitors follow the rules, so everyone can have fun. Can you find the rules at the recreation area? Park rules are usually posted near the restroom.

Write one rule which keeps visitors safe and one rule which keeps the recreation area clean.

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________
RecReATion AcTiviTy

Find the words related to recreation areas and reveal a secret phrase.

Eating lunch outside, at a wooden table or on a blanket

Ride this ramp from way up high down to the ground

Exercise, fresh air and good food keeps me

Do this when a friend tosses a ball or a flying disc to you

A place to cook food with charcoal

This is when the recreation area closes

This is the place you most often see kites and birds

Write the letters from the boxes above into the spaces to reveal your secret phrase!

When I’m visiting a Florida state park, I just want to...